Curriculum Based Tours at UMMA

KINDERGARTEN
SCIENCE: Shape Up! Colors and Shapes
SOCIAL STUDIES: Family Portraits: Who am I? Who is a Family?

1st Grade
SCIENCE: Spring into Art! Weather, Seasons and Art
            Art on the Move: The Science of Motion Seen in Art
SOCIAL STUDIES: Cooperation Central: Getting Along

2nd Grade
SCIENCE: Art Rocks! You Need Rocks and Minerals to Make Art
SOCIAL STUDIES: My Community, My World: What is a Community?

3rd Grade
SCIENCE: Light it up! Properties of Light and its Cultural Symbolism
SOCIAL STUDIES: History Mysteries: Think like an (Art) Historian

4th Grade
SCIENCE: Material Matters: Properties of Matter are Important to Art
SOCIAL STUDIES: Regions of the United States: Explore Cultural and Geographic Differences
LITERACY Write for understanding, Look for inspiration

5th Grade
SCIENCE: Science Sleuths: Use Art to Practice the Scientific Method
SCI/SOC/LIT Read A Single Shard, Explore the History and Science of Korean Ceramics
Based on NEH initiative.

Literacy and Art
All grades: Teachers may request that writing be used as an activity in any tour but writing and literacy may also be the focus of a tour as in the 4th grade tour above.

Students from Lakewood School enjoy a tour at UMMA.